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INTRODUCTION - VALUE ADDED USER GUIDE
OneGrade Web is a simple yet very powerful tool.  It takes national performance data published by the DfE 
and allows colleges to create target grades, based on how students perform nationally across the post-16 
sector.  Colleges can also create their own progress tracking systems for courses which sit outside of the 
national performance tables, or for ungraded or pass/fail courses. 

You can then quickly access your students in order to:

- view their prior qualifications and check how they've been used to set target grades
- add personalised target grades alongside targets based on the national data
- record current student performance up to 8 times per year (as determined by the college)
- compare latest student performance against target grades
- calculate in-year performance measures by student, group, course, learning aim and department
- compare students' final grades against their target grades
- model potential value added and completion/attainment scores
- analyse students' final grades against their in-year performance
- view powerful yet clear reporting relating to students across the college

NAVIGATION
OneGrade Web has been designed to be as simple as possible to navigate - so you can get straight to the 
students, taught groups, courses and learning aims which you need to see.

The college will import which groups you teach and this will control what you will see in the left sidebar:

This button enables you 
to hide the sidebar.  
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The system knows which 
groups you teach and also the 
course codes, learning aims and 
college structure (e.g. depts) 
attached to those groups.  

You can click on a student to go 
straight to a page relating to 
them.

Click on the text or on 
these buttons to take 
you to the in-year grades 
page or the reports page.



The main grid, with the sidebar hidden:                   Press any of these buttons to view hidden columns in each category
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Yellow columns = student info.   
Click on the student reference for 

more information.

Blue columns = course info.  Click  
on the group, course or learning 

aim to view progress info.

Orange = 
progress 
reviews

Green columns = students' qualifications on 
entry and target grades which have been 

generated by the OneGrade system.

Beige = 
enrolment 

data
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FILTERING AND VIEWING INFORMATION
To enable the filters, click on this button at the top right of the main grid:

You'll then see a filter option on each column where you can type text and click the 'apply filter ' button:

Clicking the 3 dots (...) next to 'QOE Pts' gives a pop-up showing qualifications on entry and the national 
data used to determine the target grade:

This student has a QOE average of 4.5.  The data shows average national attainment on the same learning 
aim in 2018/19 was 91.1 points for students with that QOE average.  This gives a closest whole grade target 
of DMM (95 points).

Personal Target Grades can also be entered manually on these pages, or imported by the college.
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ENTERING STUDENTS' PROGRESS GRADES

The college determines which reviews are visible when you first log in ('March Review' in the example below) 
and you can click to expand a text box to the right so that you can record supporting notes:

                       click this icon to show/ hide the notes box

If you want to see any of the other annual review grades/comments, you can click on this button:

And you can then choose any number of reviews to show, then click 'Update':

You can enter and save students' grades directly in the main screen - a drop down list will contain only  the 
grades which are available on that course e.g. for an Extended Diploma:                         save

     click x to delete an existing grade
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Other examples:

RQF Level 2 Diploma A Level Grading
'In-house' Bronze, 

Silver, Gold scale for 
pass/fail courses:

Scale comparing progress against 
personal target (for ungraded 

courses or enrichment):
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ENTERING STUDENTS' PROGRESS GRADES

You can go straight to all students enrolled within a specific group, course or learning aim by clicking on the 
code in either the left hand navigation panel, or in the main grid:

The screens for groups, courses and learning aims allow you to enter grades in exactly the same way, but 
also show further group or course information above and have extra tabs for group level reporting:
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EVALUATING STUDENTS' PROGRESS SCORES

After you've entered progress grades for students, OneGrade web will then compare those grades against 
nationally based targets.  This initially happens for each individual student:

The calculation shown on the right hand side is based on the type of course.  For courses where national 
data is being used for target grades, the calculation follows the same logic as the DfE national measures.

This calculation is also visible at group, course and learning aim level at the foot of the table of students:

You can use the Export Buttons to send the data to PDF or spreadsheet:
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EVALUATING STUDENTS' PROGRESS - REPORTS
OneGrade Web contains simple yet powerful reporting at all levels.  For an individual group you can view a 
bar chart to show progress against target for each student, plus an average for the group:

The same report can be viewed at course or learning aim level, where students from different groups are 
shown in different colours:
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OTHER REPORTS
Grouped Reporting

This tab works for individual or multiple groups of students, and allows you to analyse in detail the 
students who are above, below or on target.  Here we see a single group of students by course code, but 
you can select up to 3 more grouping columns:

We can see the average target score and average in-year grade for the group, and on the right hand side 
the report tells us that  of the 11 students in the group, 4 are above, 4 below and 3 are on target.

Final Grade and In-Year Grade Against Target

When students have completed and received a final grade, this can be imported and compared with their 
original target grade.  A scatter graph also shows how their in-year grade and final grades compare against 
their targets.  Each student is a point on this graph, colour coded by taught group:
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The report above shows how the 
students performed against target 
grade, both in-year (i.e. teacher 
evaluation/markbook projection) 
and in terms of their final grade:

TOP LEFT  - negative 
in-year, positive final 

grade score

TOP RIGHT - positive in 
both

BOTTOM LEFT  - negative 
in both

BOTTOM RIGHT - positive  
in-year, negative final 

grade score
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